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What is Trash Dollies Boutique? 

Trash Dollies Boutique is a highly unique company focusing on the education of creativity 

through the means of fashion, textiles and photographic composition linking in a fusion of 

professional make-up, hair and anything else required to create an overall image of 

expression according to a set theme. 

Trash Dollies Boutique not only sells original fashion garments, accessories and crafts at local 

craft fairs they are also a home to the expression of fashion as an art form where anybody of 

any age and ability can come along to workshops and learn, develop and create outstanding 

works of art through fashion. 

Events are often held as a celebration of creativeness including cat walks, displays of work 

including photographic and mannequin gallery’s and also live performances linking in the 

performing arts students from Imaginarium Dance Theatre. 
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How does a Trash Dollies Boutique 

Workshop work? 

Workshops are held locally regularly in various venues and are usually held over 2 - 3 days.  

 Students will work according to a set theme, being taught how to research the theme, how 

to create and use stimulus/source material to design your fashion outfit and then how to 

make the final design. 

     

A scrapbook portfolio is kept as the student’s book of dreams where they can log all their 

ideas, designs, thoughts and creativity which can be decorated in an artistic fashion for them 

to keep forever. 
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Students will then learn how to bring their dreams into reality by being taught how to make the outfit 

themselves in collaboration with the director of the company Helen Weekley. 

     

 Students will learn various crafts, techniques, skills and knowledge along the way within a fun and 

inspirational group setting where friendship is the key to success. 

     

 Students will learn about any hair, make-up and accessories needed to complete 'the look' and they will 

work together as a team to create a set for the final professional photoshoot led by Immortal Imagery 

Photography or other local photographers! 
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 Students will be treated like a star being transformed into their dream for the professional photoshoot being the 

model themselves or if they don't fancy getting in front of the camera they can always make the outfit for a friend or 

family member and treat them to the shoot. 

                

 Students will then leave having learnt amazing things, a complete new outfit ready to wear, a scrapbook/portfolio of 

work to keep, a professional photograph of your fashion and loads of new friends. 

     

 However, to become a Trash Dollie we have one rule......all fabric and clothing used within our workshops 

must be second hand or from charity shops! 
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 Our ultimate aim is to create an amazing unique piece of fashion from our trash! So don't throw away that 

old dress or chuck out them old ripped jeans.....bring them to a Trash Dollie Boutique Workshop!  

     

            

             

Workshops can also be booked and specifically designed for schools, colleges and other organisations. 


